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SPEAKER PROFILES

Tahnia AHMED, PhD candidate, King’s College London
Research areas: portrayal of religious communities in British political cartoons - specifically Jews, Sikhs and Muslims

Omar AL-GHAZZI, Lecturer in Journalism, The University of Sheffield
Research areas: Global communication; Arab media and politics; citizen journalism; activism and collective memory
Selected publications: https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/journalism/staff/omar-al-ghazzi/publications
Website: https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/journalism/staff/omar-al-ghazzi

Hafez AL-MIRAZI, Professor of Practice in Television Journalism, The American University in Cairo & Radio and TV Broadcaster, Arab media outlets: BBC, VOA, Al Jazeera, Al Arabiya, and Dream TV
Research areas: electronic media; satellite television networking; world politics
Selected publications: see list of newspaper articles and other works at http://www.aucegypt.edu/fac/hafezal-mirazi
Website: http://www.aucegypt.edu/fac/hafezal-mirazi

Ghadah ALRASHEED, PhD candidate, Carleton University
Research areas: communication and Eastern revolutions/movements; discourse, digital media, and philosophy; history of communication
Selected publications: The Face Veil through the Gaze (2013) in CADAAD
Website: https://carleton.ca/sjc/profile/alrasheed-ghadah/

Nuaiman Keeprath ANDRU, PhD candidate, University of Hyderabad/Institute of Islamic Studies and Freie University- Berlin
Research areas: ethnography and history of Islam and media in Kerala, South India
Selected publications: Meda-tions: Islam and Media (in Malayalam)(2015)

Kamran BASHIR, PhD candidate, Department of History, University of Victoria
Research areas: history of Qur’anic Exegesis in South Asia; South Asian Islam; modern Islam
Website: http://uvic.academia.edu/KamranBashir

Rhonda BREIT, Associate Dean, Graduate School of Media and Communications, Aga Khan University
Research areas: media law; ethics and journalism education; pedagogical innovations to contextualize the study of journalism in East Africa
Selected publications: Internationalisation as de-westernisation of the curriculum: The Case of Journalism at an Australian University (2013) in Journal of Studies in International Education
Website: http://akumedia.aku.edu/faculty-and-staff/rhonda-breit/
Alberto Fernández CARBAJAL, Leverhulme Fellow, University of Leicester  
**Research areas:** colonial, postcolonial and queer literatures and films, particularly the representations of the relationship between queer sexualities and Muslim identities  
**Selected publications:** Compromise and Resistance in Postcolonial Writing: E. M. Forster’s Legacies (2014)  
Website: [http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/english/research/queer-diasporas](http://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/english/research/queer-diasporas)

Claire CHAMBERS, Senior Lecturer, University of York  
**Research areas:** 20th and 21st century writing in English from South Asia, the Arab world, and their diasporas  
**Selected publications:** British Muslim Fictions (2011), Imagining Muslims in South Asia and the Diaspora (2014), and Britain Through Muslim Eyes (2015)  
Website: [https://www.york.ac.uk/english/our-staff/claire-chambers/](https://www.york.ac.uk/english/our-staff/claire-chambers/)

Dr Taraneh DADAR, International Press Officer, Queen Mary University Of London, Independent Scholar  
**Research areas:** Iranian media landscape; world cinemas; genre; gender and identity politics  
**Selected publications:** Framing a hybrid tradition: realism and melodrama (2014) in Melodrama in Contemporary Film and Television  
Website: [http://www.qmu.ac.uk/mcpa/PhDTaranehDada.htm](http://www.qmu.ac.uk/mcpa/PhDTaranehDada.htm)

Sevinc ELAMAN-GARNER, Lecturer, University of Manchester  
**Research areas:** gender; identity; ethnicity; nationalism; women and war; and women’s movements (in particular in Ottoman/Turkish and Middle Eastern society); modern Turkish literature; contemporary Middle Eastern cinema; Middle Eastern studies  
Website: [http://www.alc.manchester.ac.uk/subjects/middleeasternstudies/postgraduateresearch/phd-students/elaman/](http://www.alc.manchester.ac.uk/subjects/middleeasternstudies/postgraduateresearch/phd-students/elaman/) and [https://cresc.academia.edu/sevin%C3%A7Elaman](https://cresc.academia.edu/sevin%C3%A7Elaman)

Roxane FARMANFARMAIAN, Senior Research Associate and Project Director, Al Jazeera Media Project, Department of Politics and International Studies, University of Cambridge  
**Research areas:** International Relations of the Middle East and North Africa; media in the Middle East; language, discourse and emotion in interstate relations of power; energy security  
Website: [http://www.free-expression.group.cam.ac.uk/directory/DrRoxaneFarmanfarmaian](http://www.free-expression.group.cam.ac.uk/directory/DrRoxaneFarmanfarmaian)

Terri GINSBERG, Assistant Professor and Director of Film, American University in Cairo  
**Research areas:** Palestinian cinema; German cinema; critical theory, gender and sexuality studies; theories of academic pedagogy and institutions  
**Selected publications:** Historical Dictionary of Middle Eastern Cinema; Perspectives on German Cinema; A Companion to German Cinema; special issues of the International Journal of Contemporary Iraqi Studies and Arab Studies Quarterly; blogs for Arabisto, ZNet, Mondoweiss, and The Electronic Intifada  
Website: [http://www.aucegypt.edu/fac/terriginsberg](http://www.aucegypt.edu/fac/terriginsberg); [http://aucegpy.academia.edu/TerriGinsberg](http://aucegpy.academia.edu/TerriGinsberg)

Seema GOLESTANEH, Assistant Professor, Indiana University  
**Research areas:** anthropology, religious studies  
**Selected publications:** Understanding Sufi Zikr Ritual as Sites of Aesthetic Experience (2012) in Saints and their Pilgrims in Iran and Neighboring Countries
Otarad HAIDAR, Lecturer, University of Oxford
Research areas: Arabic and comparative studies of literature; media; literary theory; cultural history
Website: https://www.wadham.ox.ac.uk/people/fellows-and-academic-staff/h/otared-haidar

Sarah HAMDAR, PhD candidate, Goldsmiths College, University of London
Research areas: media and communication; religion; politics; childhood studies
Website: http://www.gold.ac.uk/media-communications/research/current-phd-students/sarah-hamdar/

David HARRISON, Investigative Reporter, Aljazeera International, London and International media trainer, speaker and moderator
Research areas: human rights issues
Selected documentary: Britain’s Modern Slave Trade, Aljazeera International (2016)
Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-harrison-2045075?trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile

Zenobia HOMAN, PhD candidate, SOAS and Researcher, Institute of Islamic Strategic Affairs
Research areas: Near and Middle East, Turkey, Central Asia; social networks; methods of communication; cultural conflict areas
Website: http://iisa.org.uk/team/
Twitter: @Zenobia_IISA

Farhana Bee ISMAIL, Media and Communications Specialist, FBI Communications & Judge, Maritime Industry Media Awards (2016)
Research areas: media; democracy; media sociology; new media
Twitter: @FBIComm

Bahaar JOYA, Fellow, Reuters Institute – Oxford University & Journalist, BBC
Research areas: women’s rights in areas of conflict; regional focus - Afghanistan
Website: https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/people/bahaar-joya-broadcasting-multi-media-journalist-bbc-persian

Youssef KANJOU, Researcher, University of Tubingen, Germany and Former Director, National Aleppo Museum, Directorate-General Antiquities and Museum, Syria
Research areas: Syrian cultural heritage; prehistory of Levant
Website: https://uni-tzuebingen.academia.edu/YoussefKanjou
Twitter: @Ykanjou

Marwan KRAIDY, Anthony Shadid Chair in Global Media, Politics and Culture and Director of the Centre for Advanced Research in Global Communication, University of Pennsylvania & Andrew Carnegie Fellow
Research areas: Arab media and politics; speed, spectacle and security in globalization, focusing on Islamic State; and the rise and fall of Turkey in Arab public discourse
Selected publications: Hybrity, or the Cultural Logic of Globalization (2005); Reality Television and Arab Politics (2010); The Naked Blogger of Cairo: Creative Insurgency in the Arab World (2016)
Jasmin MAHKLOUF, Freelance Journalist and Teaching Assistant, British University in Egypt
Research areas: gender; political Islam; political thought; philosophy; migration; languages
Selected publications: What is Justice to the Egyptians? (2011) in On Egyptian Streets (Online)

Shaista MALIK, PhD candidate, Victoria University of Wellington
Research areas: media studies; discourse analysis; social psychology; cultural studies
Selected publications: Construction of Taliban Image in Pakistan: Discourses Analysis of Editorials of Dawn and The News
Website: http://www.lse.ac.uk/media@lse/events/MeCCSA/pdf/papers/Malik%20and%20Iqbal%20Paper.pdf

Peter MANDAVILLE, Professor of International Affairs and Co-Director, Ali Vural Ak Center for Global Islamic Studies, George Mason University
Research areas: contemporary Islamic religious authority; sociology of new media; Islamist social and political movements; Middle East affairs
Selected publications: Transnational Muslim Politics: Reimagining the Umma (2001); Islam and Politics (2014)
Website: http://schar.gmu.edu/faculty-staff/faculty/peter-mandaville/

Moni MOHSIN, Writer
Website: facebook.com/MoniMohsinpage/
Twitter: @moni_butterfly

Salma I MOUSTAFA KHALIL, Graduate Student, University of Amsterdam
Research areas: journalism; alternative education and cultural integration

Imen NEFFATI, PhD candidate, University of Sheffield
Research areas: French satirical press of the 20th century (mainly: Hara Kiri, Charlie Hebdo, Siné Hebdo, La Grosse Bertha); representations of Muslim minorities in the French media; political discourse around Muslims in France; Islamophobia; Racism; Republicanism; Laïcité
Selected blog posts: http://www.historymatters.group.shef.ac.uk/westerners-blind-plight-muslim-women/; https://thelanguageofauthoritarianregimes.wordpress.com/2016/08/03/it-is-not-the-maghreb-that-islamised-itself-it-is-islam-that-maghrebised-itself/
Website: http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/history/research/students/imeneffati

Kimani NJOGU, Director, Twaweza Communications, former Professor, Kenyatta University
Research areas: Kiswahili; identity; media and governance
Website: http://twawezacommunications.org/team/prof-kimani-njogu/
Twitter: @kimaniwanjogu

Burak ÖZÇETIN, Associate Professor, Akdeniz University
Research areas: media anthropology; sociology of culture; media and religion; new media
Website: http://www.populerbegeni.com/
**Arie Setyaningrum PAMUNGKAS**, Associate Professor, Gadjah Mada University

*Research areas:* culture and society; cultural sociology (poverty, gender studies, multiculturalism, politics of identity, globalization, traditional customaries, urban societies, urbanism); culture and state (nationalism, post national identities); cultural studies (media studies, technoculture, ethnography of muslim cultures and societies, visual art and visual ethnography)

*Website:* [http://acadstaff.ugm.ac.id/arietia](http://acadstaff.ugm.ac.id/arietia)

**Daryoush Mohammad POOR**, Research Associate, Institute of Ismaili Studies

*Research areas:* Intellectual history; contemporary Muslim politics; Ismaili philosophy; International relations;

*Website:* [http://iis.ac.uk/people/dr-daryoush-mohammad-poor](http://iis.ac.uk/people/dr-daryoush-mohammad-poor) and [https://iis.academia.edu/DaryoushMohammadPoor](https://iis.academia.edu/DaryoushMohammadPoor)

**Christa SALAMANDRA**, Deputy Chair/Associate Professor of Anthropology, The City University of New York

*Research areas:* Syrian media; culture and society in Syria

*Selected publications:* Syria from Reform to Revolt, Volume 2: Culture, Society, and Religion (2016)
*Website:* [www.christasalamandra.net](http://www.christasalamandra.net)

**Sara SHAKER**, Assistant Lecturer, British University in Egypt

*Research areas:* women and gender studies; gender and media; media and politics; human rights; Arab Spring

*Selected publications:* Khul in Egypt (2014) by Sara Rizkallah

**Jakob SKOVGAARD-PETERSEN**, Professor, University of Copenhagen

*Research areas:* contemporary Islam; establishment of a modern Muslim public sphere and the role of Muslim ulama in modern Arab states; role of Islam in pan-Arab television networks

*Website:* [http://tors.ku.dk/ansatte/?pure=da/persons/1596](http://tors.ku.dk/ansatte/?pure=da/persons/1596)

**Rebecca SKRESLET HERNANDEZ**, Independent scholar (previously at Georgetown University)

*Research areas:* Islamic law and society; religious authority

*Website:* [https://nelecca.wordpress.com/](https://nelecca.wordpress.com/)

**Sharon C SMITH**, Program Head, Aga Khan Documentation Center at MIT and Co-director, archnet.org

*Research areas:* history of art and architecture of the Middle East and of Early Modern Italy; issues of documentation, digitisation, and the dissemination of knowledge

*Selected publications:* Sites of Mughal Heritage (with Hedrick, C A) in *The Heritage of the Mughal World* (2015)
*Website:* [https://mit.academia.edu/SharonSmith](https://mit.academia.edu/SharonSmith)
Daya THUSSU, Professor, University of Westminster
Research areas: globalization and its impact on media cultures, particularly in the South political economy of international communication; global news flow; internationalising media studies; cultural diplomacy and soft power; media and mediated culture in India and among South Asian diaspora
Website: https://www.westminster.ac.uk/about-us/our-people/directory/thussu-daya

Bastien VAROUTSIKOS, Post-doctoral Research Fellow, National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) and Secretary, Heritage for Peace
Research areas: prehistoric archaeology, cultural heritage in conflicts, Near Eastern and Caucasus areas, community archaeology
Website: http://cnrs-gif.academia.edu/BastienVaroutsikos

Saeed ZEYDABADI-NEJAD, Lecturer, Institute of Ismaili Studies
Research areas: Middle East media and cultures; film studies; religion and politics; media audiences; visual anthropology; online education; blended learning
Website: http://www.iis.ac.uk/people/dr-saeed-zeydabadi-nejad-0